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WELCOME TO KG 



No plastic Carnival

On 3rd March, 2023 Children of Nursery, JrKG and SrKG celebrated the

No Plastic Carnival. Kindergarten teachers of San Academy, Tambaram

organized the "No Plastic Carnival" as a special event for children to

promote environmental awareness and encourage everyone to adopt

sustainable practices. Children learnt about the dangers of plastic

pollution and the importance of reducing plastic waste. In this event,

students participated in various activities that helped to raise awareness

about plastic pollution and its impact on the environment. Children

created posters and artwork to demonstrate their understanding of the

issue. Some participated in games, role-plays and skits that taught them

about reducing waste and encouraged hands-on projects that helped to

reduce plastic usage. The "No Plastic Carnival" provided a fun and

interactive way for young children to learn about environmental issues

and to develop positive habits for reducing plastic waste. It also helped to

foster a sense of community and encouraged children to work together to

promote sustainability and protect the planet. Children went on a rally to

local shops, donating handmade paper bags to reduce the usage of plastic

bags. Event included No plastic group songs, slogan recital, fashion show,

story narration, speech, skit, best out of waste display, poster display,

non-plastic toys and board games. Teachers spoke about the harmful

effects of plastic in the environment, ocean pollution and the Five R’s of

plastic waste management -Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Repair and Refuse.

Overall, the "No Plastic Carnival" was celebrated as an important event

for promoting environmental awareness and sustainability among young

children and helped to lay the foundation for a lifetime of

environmentally responsible behavior

Nursery , Jr.KG , Sr.KG
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Nursery
SEASONAL FUN DAY

On 6th March, children of Nursery celebrated

Seasonal Fun Day. Our tiny tots were dressed

in seasonal outfits. Teacher explained to

children about summer, winter, spring,

monsoon and autumn. Children enjoyed

dancing to seasons related theme music. They

also played games related to various seasons.

They sang seasonal rhymes. Teacher showed

the children the different things used during

various seasons. Children decorated a sun with

rainbow strips. It was a colorful day of joy and

happiness.



Jr.KG Nutriday

On 7th March, children of JrKG

celebrated Nutri Day to learn about

nutritious food and healthy eating habits.

Teacher explained to children the

difference between healthy food and

junk food. Children performed fruit

dance to enlighten the special event.

Children enjoyed making healthy

sandwiches using crackers and sliced

vegetables and fruits.



SR.KG FAMED FABLE DAY  

On 8th March, children of SrKG

celebrated Famed Fable Day to learn

about various stories and characters.

During the event the teacher briefed

children about the techniques of story

telling. Children came forward to

enact different characters from a story

and role played various scenes of the

story. This event helped children to

boost their confidence and allowed

them to express their imaginations

with creativity.



SR.KG FAMED FABLE DAY  



KINDERGARTEN GRADUATION DAY

At San Academy, Kindergarten Graduation day is a significant

event in the journey of young children, and it was celebrated to

mark the completion of their early childhood education and to

acknowledge their growth and development. Graduation day was

held on 11.03.2023, where SrKG students were awarded the

graduation certificates and memento. Our esteemed Principal

Ms.Aparna Arulnandan addressed the gathering. Event included

a parade showcasing graduates marching wearing graduation

attire and caps. Children participated in various activities and

performances such as group songs and graduation dance. JrKG

children performed farewell dance. For SrKG children,

graduating from kindergarten is a memorable event and an

important milestone in their educational journey, and it marks a

new chapter in their lives. It was a time for them to reflect on

their experiences in school and to feel proud of their

accomplishments. The graduation day ceremony helped to

provide closure to their early childhood education and to build

their confidence and self-esteem as they prepared to move on to

the next phase of their educational journey.
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY

GRADE VI TO IX



NO BAG DAY
GRADE I & II

“NO BAG DAY” helps the students to

get an experiential learning beyond text

books. Students of grade 1 & 2 were

taken on a field trip to visit the Nursery

garden as part of “NO BAG DAY”

activity. This visit helped them to know

about the different varieties of plants

which was a new ful-filled experience

for them.



NO BAG DAY
GRADE I & II



NO BAG DAY
GRADE III TO V

The upper primary wing students were engaged in cooking without

fire activity which was conducted to promote the development of

life skills from an early age. The activity was also intended to create

interest in culinary skills that will help them in the future.

During the session, our little munchkins learned some

basic cooking skills under the guidance of their respective

teachers. The little ones turned into young chefs and prepared

healthy and nutritious food that is good for the mind and body. They

made delicious snacks like dry fruits mixture laddoo, chocolate

laddoos, and oreo shake. The young chefs enjoyed their time

learning how to make tasty desserts.

The main objective behind conducting this activity was to introduce

some basic life skills in form of the fireless cooking activity and to

involve them in an enriching sensory experience by introducing

them to a variety of healthy food. They practiced food preparation

skills and identified their preferences on food.

Life skills like cooking come quite handy as one grows and begins

their journey of life. At SAN we pay a lot of attention to life skills

and encourage our children to do basic chores on their own from the

very beginning; it makes them self-dependent and responsible from

an early age and adds up to their personality which ultimately

impacts their way of life.



NO BAG DAY
GRADE III TO V
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NO BAG DAY
GRADE VI TO VIII

San Academy Tambaram has conducted it's

first " No Bag Day " activity on 1st April

2023 for grade 6 -8. Students were shown

videos on Origami making. And they had

made innovative origami using colourful

papers. Later poster making on Save Earth

were also conducted. On the whole students

had enjoyed both the activities.



NO BAG DAY
GRADE VI TO VIII
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NO BAG DAY
GRADE VI TO VIII



MINI LIBRARY  
GRADE VI B

A new innovation of a mini library was

started in Grade VIB with a various

collection of books given by the class

students. The students are asked to take

one book every month and leave a entry in

the log book handled by the student

librarian. This helps the child in reading

atleast one book in a month ,helps

inFeeling confident and independent in

choosing their own reading selection

experiences, and abilitiesInitiating

discussion between students about what

they are reading



THEMATIC ASSEMBLY GRADE VI TO IX

MARITIME DAY

Grade 6 of San Academy Tambaram has

conducted thematic Assembly on "Maritime

day". Assembly started with Tamil

thaivalzthu and school song followed by flag

hoisting by our honourable school principal.

Thirukural, dhoga, thought for the day and

speech related to the theme were given by our

students. They also had come up with

colourful concept related posters. Principal

addressed the gathering after pledge. Kishan

Mukund and Ryan Jose Dev of grade 7A

were shared their experience in getting

through Nasa Hero x competition. They were

highly recognised and appreciated by

everyone in the school. Assembly had ended

with National Anthem.



THEMATIC ASSEMBLY GRADE VI TO IX

MARITIME DAY



THEMATIC ASSEMBLY GRADE VI TO IX
MARITIME DAY



JRKG JAZZY COLORS AND SHAPES DAY - Jr.KG 

On April 5th, children of JrKG celebrated

Jazzy colours and shape day to learn about

different colours and shapes. Teacher

explained to children colour mixing and

shape sorting. Children enjoyed dancing

to colours and shapes related theme music.

They played games related to various

colours. They also sang rhymes related to

shapes. Children enjoyed making clown

puppet. This event provided a fun and

engaging environment to all the children.



JRKG JAZZY COLORS AND SHAPES DAY - Jr.KG 



GRADE I & II

CLUB ACTIVITY

Drawing plays a big role role in the

cognitive development of the

students. It helps them to do the

things in a creative manner. With a

view to develop the Creativity of the

students and hone the analytical

skills “Artistique” Club was

introduced and they were taught the

various patterns strokes of Drawing.

This was conducted on 05.04.23 and

12.04.23. Students were able to

present colourful drawings with their

magic hands.



GRADE III TO V

Essay writing is an integral part of all

students. Every student has to have the ability

to write essays before proceeding to the next

level, such as college. Nevertheless, writing

essays is not always a simple endeavour, and

most students end up hating such

assignments. By writing essays, students get

to practice and enhance their writing skills.

They also learn the nuances in writing, and to

express their views. This helps children

improve their communication and writing

skills.

CLUB ACTIVITY



GRADE III TO V

CLUB ACTIVITY



PERSONAL HYGIENIC DAY  - Sr.KG

On April 6th, children of Sr.KG celebrated

Personal Hygiene Day for the children to

learn about the importance of personal

hygiene and cleanliness. During the event the

teacher briefed children about the

importance of personal hygiene. Children

performed dance, mime show and skit

related to the theme Personal Hygiene.

Children presented activities related to hand

wash techniques and oral hygiene brushing

techniques. Everyone sang hygiene song.

Children decorated hand wash craft. They

also learnt about other cleanliness routines to

follow on a daily basis.



PERSONAL HYGIENIC DAY  - Sr.KG



PERSONAL HYGIENIC DAY  - Sr.KG



THEMATIC ASSEMBLY  - GRADE VI TO IX

Tamil New Year

Tamil New Year was celebrated in San

Academy Tambaram on 10-4-23. Students

of grade 6-10 were brought to witness the

event. The whole event was conducted in

Tamil by grade 7&8 students. Programme

began with Tamil Thai Valzthu. Speech

on Tamil new year and speciality of Tamil

language was delivered by Akshara of 7A.

Tamil new year song was sung by grade-8

girls. Last but not the least, awaited dance

performance was given by grade 7 girls.

Programme was ended with vice principal

speech. On the whole students enjoyed the

show.



THEMATIC ASSEMBLY GRADE VI TO IX

Tamil New Year



Tamil New Year
Jr.KG & Sr.KG

Jr.KG & Sr.KG children of San Academy

celebrated Tamil New Year Day on

12.04.23. Children were dressed in

beautiful traditional costumes. Teacher

explained the importance of celebrating

the Tamil New Year day. Children were

shown a display of Kani fruits used

during the festival. They were taught the

names of the Tamil calendar months.

Children danced to tunes of Tamil folk

music. Everyone enjoyed the festival and

decorated colourful thoranam.



Tamil New Year
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INTRA COMPETITION
GRADE VI TO VIII
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THEMATIC ASSEMBLY- GRADE VI TO IX

WORLD ENGLISH LANGUAGE DAY

On 17th April 2023 Thematic Assembly

on WORLD ENGLISH LANGUAGE

DAY was conducted by grade -9,10.

Assembly started with Tamil

Thaivalzthu. Poster were prepared by the

students on significance of English.

Speech were also delivered on the same.

Rolling Trophy for high school classes

was announced by Vice Principal and

grade 6 B won the trophy for the month

of April. Assembly was ended with

National Anthem



THEMATIC ASSEMBLY – GRADE VI TO IX

WORLD ENGLISH LANGUAGE DAY



SUMMER CAMP
GRADE I TO X

Summer camps are about learning, friends and

fun. As part of Summer camp San Tambaram

on 19.04.23-20.04.23 was transformed into a

tech-savvy hub of innovation and creativity.

An energetic team from BANNARI AMMAN

INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, gave kids a

learning experience like no other. There were

12 experienced faculties splitting the kids

according to their grade level into different

batches was trained on different aspects of AI

coding, Robotics, Hardware of drone and

Gaming skills of math, and science.

This helped the students in having experiential

learning and exposure to the technical

background that the world is in need off.
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SUMMER CAMP
GRADE I TO X



MENSTRUAL HYGIENE SESSION
GRADE VI TO X GIRLS

SAN Academy Tambaram has conducted a

session on Menstrual Hygiene for all the girl

students of grade VI to X on 20.04.2023.

Dr.Snehalatha, a well-known Dermatologist

and Venereologist, addressed our students.

She explained to the students about

menstruation and how to maintain menstrual

hygiene.

She has clarified all their doubts related to

menstruation and the social taboos

associated with it.

She also advised the students how to take

care of their health during this time. It was a

very informative session for our students.



MENSTRUAL HYGIENE SESSION
GRADE VI TO X GIRLS



CHILDREN SPORTS FESTIVAL - CBSE CIRCULAR EVENT
GRADE IX & X

SAN Academy, Tambaram has conducted

Sports competition for students of Grade IX

& X on 25.04.2023, as part of ‘Children

Sports Festival’ observed under Azadi ka

Amrit Mahotsav. Outdoor games like

Dodgeball, Kabaddi, 100 m sprint and indoor

games like Chess, carom were conducted for

the students.

Outdoor games were conducted during the

morning session for students of grade IX and

indoor games were conducted during the

evening session for students of grade X.



CHILDREN SPORTS FESTIVAL - CBSE CIRCULAR EVENT
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KINDER KAMP
JR KG , SR KG 

MUSIC AND MOVEMENT- HELLO EVERYBODY

San Academy organised Kinder Kamp for

JrKG and SrKG children from April 24th to

27th, 2023. This summer program helped the

children to learn new skills in a safe and

nurturing environment. Children enjoyed

various activities such as Karaoke time,

fireless cooking, skill magic, fun play, story

time, sound Play, best out of waste craft,

lettering techniques, jolly phonics, music and

movement. Kinder Kamp provided a great

opportunity for children to develop their self-

confidence and social skills.
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MUSIC AND MOVEMENT- HELLO EVERYBODY



KINDER CAMP

SKILL MAGIC – FINGER AEROBICS

JR KG , SR KG



KINDER CAMP
JR KG , SR KG 

RHYMES – GOOD FOOD RHYMES



KINDER CAMP  - Jr.KG , Sr.KG
FUN PLAY – PERFORMED ON TAPE LINES



KINDER CAMP – Jr.KG & Sr.KG
STORY TIME – WHERE’S MY MOM?



KINDER CAMP Jr.KG ,Sr.KG
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KINDER CAMP – Jr.KG & Sr.KG
DRAWING – WITH SHAPES



KINDER CAMP – Jr. KG & Sr.KG
FIRELESS COOKING – BANANA DELIGHT



KINDER CAMP - Jr.KG & Sr.KG
JOLLY PHONICS DAY



KINDER CAMP
SOUND PLAY – BODY PERCUSSIONS – SR.KG



KINDER CAMP – Jr.KG & Sr.KG
SKILL MAGIC – SHAPE LACING FUN
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KINDER CAMP – Jr.KG & Sr.KG
CRAFTY HANDS – BEST OUT OF WASTE



KINDER CAMP – Jr.KG & Sr.KG
KARAOKE TIME – SING SONGS




